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Executive Summary 
 
On December 12, 2023, Netflix for the first time released a report detailing hours viewed 
for every title—original and licensed, movies and tv shows—that was watched for more 
than 50,000 hours in the six-month period January to June 2023. According to Netflix, the 
18,000+ titles included in the report represent 99% of all viewing on Netflix in that period. 
 
The report is an important step toward transparency regarding the performance of Netflix 
shows, but also is missing some important context, and isn’t the complete story, especially 
for Warrior Nun Season 2 (WNS2). 
 
Netflix itself states that in reading the report it’s important to remember that “[s]uccess on 
Netflix comes in all shapes and sizes, and is not determined by hours viewed alone. We 
have enormously successful movies and TV shows with both lower and higher hours 
viewed. It’s all about whether a movie or TV show thrilled its audience — and the size of 
that audience relative to the economics of the title; and [t]o compare between titles it’s 
best to use our weekly Top 10 and Most Popular lists, which take into account run times 
and premiere dates.”  
 
This white paper provides analysis of and context for Netflix’s Engagement Report and 
assesses WNS2’s performance within the context suggested by Netflix: 1) whether WNS2 
“thrilled its audience” and 2) “the size of that audience relative to the economics of the 
title.” 
 
The data show that not only did WNS2 thrill its audience, but it was also a cost-effective 
season with a cost-per-premiere-view in line with some of the biggest hits of the year 
July 2022 – June 2023. Based on this data, under Netflix’s new definition of success for 
its shows, bringing back Warrior Nun would be a win for Netflix and a win for its 
audience. 
 
Background and Analysis 
 
Netflix’s new report, “What We Watched: A Netflix Engagement Report,” is a major step 
forward in helping audiences and productions understand a tv show’s performance. The 
report provides the hours viewed, along with the premiere data and whether the title was 
available globally, for more than 18,000 titles. However, in assessing what this report means 
for the performance of any tv show, including WNS2, the report can be misleading for a 
number of factors: 
 

1) Hours viewed is not the best indicator of performance; indeed, Netflix changed 
how it measures performance in June 2023. Through its “Global Top 10” list, 
launched in 2021 and which had listed the top 10 tv shows weekly according to 
hours viewed, Netflix now ranks shows by views: hours viewed divided by show 
runtime. This is important because performance for a shorter show will look quite 
different than performance for a longer one, so comparing hours viewed without 
considering runtime is not an accurate picture of how one show stacks up against 
another. 
 

https://about.netflix.com/en/news/what-we-watched-a-netflix-engagement-report
https://about.netflix.com/en/news/what-we-watched-a-netflix-engagement-report
https://assets.ctfassets.net/4cd45et68cgf/1HyknFM84ISQpeua6TjM7A/97a0a393098937a8f29c9d29c48dbfa8/What_We_Watched_A_Netflix_Engagement_Report_2023Jan-Jun.xlsx
https://deadline.com/2023/06/netflix-changes-viewership-ratings-shakeup-all-time-most-popular-tv-wednesday-stranger-things-4-queen-charlotte-1235420897/
https://deadline.com/2023/06/netflix-changes-viewership-ratings-shakeup-all-time-most-popular-tv-wednesday-stranger-things-4-queen-charlotte-1235420897/
https://www.netflix.com/tudum/top10/tv?week=2023-06-18
https://www.netflix.com/tudum/top10/tv?week=2023-06-18
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2) The report includes both movies and tv shows, which for fairness should not be 
measured against each other. Indeed, Netflix’s Global Top 10 list is actually four 
different lists: 2 for movies (one for English and one non-English), and 2 for tv shows 
(one for English and one for non-English). 

 
3) The report also includes titles available globally versus shows available only in 

certain regions. Again, for fairness, global and non-global shows should not be 
measured against each other.  
 

4) Because this report captures a moment in time (the 6-month period of January to 
June 2023), it automatically favors shows that premiered during this 6-month 
period, since show seasons typically have their greatest performance in the first 
four weeks of a season (though Netflix also changed how it measures this, now 
evaluating the first 90 days of a show rather than just 28 days, recognizing that in a 
crowded streaming landscape, a show’s true performance often cannot be properly 
measured in just the first four weeks). Based on what data is publicly available, the 
best way to measure how a show season that premiered before this 6-month 
period to a show that premiered during this period, then, is to compare premiere 
views of both shows, using the Global Top 10 as a proxy for peak performance of a 
show. 
 

It should be noted that for the changes Netflix has made in how it measures performance 
came after Warrior Nun’s cancelation. As you’ll see, measuring performance by views 
versus hours viewed paints a much different picture of how Warrior Nun Season 2 
performed against other shows. 
 
To account for the four factors detailed above, we sorted the list to exclude titles not 
available globally and to exclude films (including comedy specials under 2 hours). 
 
Criteria Titles WNS2 

Rank 
WN 
Percentile 

All Titles 18214 1004 Top 5.5% 
Global Titles Only (excludes regional) 4514 515 Top 11.4% 
Global TV Shows Only (excludes films and regional tv 
shows) 

3048 413 Top 13.5% 

 
Next, we added runtimes in minutes for the top 500 shows and calculated views as follows: 
 

(ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 × 60) ÷ 𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜 = 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜 
 
As you can see, going from hours viewed to views makes modest changes in rank for some 
shows, while making major shifts for others. For example, Queen Charlotte and Ginny & 
Georgia S2 flip flop, with Queen Charlotte moving from 5th to 2nd (and vice versa); even 
though Ginny & Georgia S2 had 162.1 million more hours viewed than Queen Charlotte, it 
was also 195 minutes longer, resulting in Queen Charlotte having over 9 million more views 
than Ginny & Georgia S2. Yet CoComelon S6 (a kids show) moves from #174 based on 42.8 
million hours viewed to #10 based on views, because S6 was only 63 minutes long. 
 
 

https://www.netflix.com/tudum/top10/
https://www.netflix.com/tudum/top10/
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Figure 1. Netflix Engagement Report, Ranked by Views, 1-28. 

Figure 2. Netflix Engagement Report, Ranked by Views, 334-364. 
 

Based on views, WNS2 moves to #352 based on 3.7 million views, up from #413 based on 
21.3 million hours viewed. Does this mean WNS2 is ranked 352 in views among 3048 shows? 
No, because we only added runtimes for the top 500, so WNS2 is ranked 352 out of 500. 
The point remains that number of views is a more accurate indicator of performance than 
is hours viewed. 
 
However, while ranking based on views is a better gauge of performance than hours 
viewed, it still can be very misleading about a show’s true performance, because it is 
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measuring one show at its peak views against another show that had its peak views outside 
the 6-month period. 
 
Case in point: DAHMER: Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story. Dahmer had 63.5 million 
hours viewed in the first 6 months of 2023, ranking it #115 out of 3048. Its hours viewed 
translated to 7.2 million views, ranking it 169 out of 500. 

Figure 3. Ranks for Dahmer by Hours Viewed and by Views. 
 
These are good numbers, yet Dahmer was a major hit for Netflix in the last 6 months of 
2022, with nearly 1 billion hours viewed and 105.8 million premiere views based on data 
from the Global Top 10. As stated earlier, the best way to measure the performance of a 
show season that premiered before the 6-month period of the Netflix report to a show that 
premiered during the report period is to compare premiere views of both shows, using the 
Global Top 10 as a proxy for peak performance of a show (as Netflix stated, “[t]o compare 
between titles it’s best to use our weekly Top 10 and Most Popular lists”). 
 
Indeed, the point about the Netflix engagement report being a “snapshot in time” and how 
that can be misleading was made on a press call about the Netflix engagement report. 
Lauren Smith, Netflix Vice President of Strategy, highlighted the show Wednesday on the 
press call, detailing that while the show looks smaller than a number of other shows, that’s 
because Wednesday premiered two months before the report period compared to these 
other shows that premiered during it.  
 
Comparing Dahmer’s 2022 premiere views to all views for shows that premiered in 2023 
would be closer to an accurate picture but still not as good as possible based on publicly 
available data. So, we took all shows in the top 500 that premiered in the first 6 months of 
2023 and in the last 6 months of 2022—209 shows total—and we pulled the hours viewed 
from the Global Top 10. We then used those viewing hours to determine “premiere views” 
for all 209 shows and then ranked accordingly. This presents a much different picture of 
performance. Now Dahmer is ranked #2, coming in behind only Wednesday in premiere 
views. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iu_I72HjeM
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Figure 4. Revised Rank for Dahmer by Premiere Views. 
 
Popular shows like Cobra Kai, The Sandman, and Virgin River—which all premiered their 
latest seasons in 2022—get a much more accurate measurement against shows that 
premiered in 2023. WNS2, which even with $0 promotion from Netflix managed to reach 
65.9 million hours viewed, resulting in 11.4 million views, now is ranked #74 when based on 
premiere views rather than total views January to June 2023. 

Figure 5. Revised Rank for WNS2 by Premiere Views. 
 
WNS2 “Thrilled Its Audience” 
 
In its report, Netflix acknowledges that a show can be successful (at least under its new 
definition of success) regardless of viewing hours. The first factor, Netflix writes, is 
whether a tv show “thrilled its audience.” How does one measure something as subjective 
as whether something thrilled its audience? Netflix doesn’t say, but as we have been 
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highlighting for the past year, we think the best measure currently available for audience 
excitement is demand data. 
 
We could write an entire treatise on the phenomenal demand for WNS2 since November 
2022, but to recap some of the highlights (more details available at warriornun.com): 

 
● Top 10 in global demand for digital originals for 10 consecutive weeks (November 12, 

2022 – January 21, 2023) and was in global digital top 10 in 13 of 15 weeks (November 
12, 2022 – February 25, 2023). 
 

● Top 10 in global demand for Netflix originals for 17 consecutive weeks (November 12 
- March 13, 2023). 

Figure 6: Warrior Nun demand versus other digital originals via Parrot Analytics. 
 

● Measuring WNS2 demand 30 days after premiere (before Warrior Nun was 
cancelled) against demand 30 days after premiere for 17 other Netflix originals 
released Nov 2022 – June 2023, WNS2 ranked 26 in global demand, outranking 13 of 
17 shows we compared it to. On average, WNS2’s global demand rank at 30 days was 
12.6x higher than the 13 Netflix shows it outranked. It had 15.7x more demand than 
Vikings: Valhalla and 28.1x more demand than The Recruit, both of which were 
renewed. 

 
 

https://www.warriornun.com/blog/2023/4/12/y4u4ava3gwehtgf2tg1xuz7yx5r9f8
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Figure 7: 30-Day Demand Rankings for Warrior Nun vs. other Netflix properties via Parrot 
Analytics 

 
• 90 days from its premiere, WNS2 was ranked 41 in global demand, higher than all 

but 1 of the 25 Netflix originals’ show seasons we compared it to. On average, 
WNS2’s rank at 90 days was 17.6x higher than the 24 Netflix show seasons it 
outranked. It had 6.2x more demand than Vikings: Valhalla, 16.8x more demand than 
Sweet Tooth, and a whopping 53x more demand than Young Royals, all of which 
were renewed for 3rd seasons. 

Figure 8. 90-Day Demand Rankings for Warrior Nun vs. other Netflix properties via Parrot 
Analytics 
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Now that we are past the one-year anniversary of WNS2’s premiere, we can also begin to 
assess how demand for WNS2 compares to other Netflix originals one year after their 
season premieres. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. One-year Demand Rankings for Warrior Nun vs. other Netflix properties via Parrot 

Analytics 
 
Out of the 9 shows for which we have global demand ranks available one year from their 
premieres, WNS2 ranks 612, placing it 4th behind The Crown S5, Wednesday S1, and 1899 S1. 
It should be noted that the one-year anniversary of The Crown S5 came just one week 
before S6’s premiere, which likely boosted The Crown’s rank. Of the five shows with lower 
ranks than WNS2, four (Elite, The Recruit, Young Royals, and Blood & Water) have been 
renewed for an additional season. Firefly Lane, the 5th show, was announced as concluding 
prior to S2’s premiere. 
 
Blood & Water, the lowest ranked show on the list, is a South African show that performs 
very well in its country of origin though it hasn’t been a strong performer in global demand. 
Indeed, Blood & Water S3 was on the Global Top 10 for one week, with 12,690,000 hours 
viewed. At 295 minutes in runtime, that means its best week had 2.6 million views. While its 
one-year global demand rank was 3581, its most recent demand rank in South Africa 
(12/17/23) is 340. 
 
Blood & Water’s renewal for S4 may well be an example of focusing on local investments to 
serve local viewers; on a press call about the Netflix engagement report, Netflix co-CEO 
Ted Sarandos stated that some shows are “designed to [thrill] local audiences.” In the press 
call, Sarandos and Smith also emphasized how success can come from big shows and small 
ones and come down to a story’s “ability to delight and hold its audience.” 
 
Given the incredible demand for WNS2 since its premiere, there is no doubt that WNS2 
thrilled, delighted, and has held its audience. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iu_I72HjeM
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WNS2 Cost-Per-Premiere-View Makes It an Economic Success 
 
The second factor Netflix lists in its report as a measurement of success is “the size of that 
audience relative to the economics of the title.” This comes down to a measurement of a 
season’s cost measured against its performance, and the best apples-to-apples 
measurement here is once again premiere views. Netflix budgets are incredibly hard to 
come by, but based on publicly available budget data and estimates for some of the biggest 
shows on Netflix, we can measure how WNS2’s cost-per-premiere-view stacks up. 
 
Show Premiere Views Premiere 

View 
Rank 

Season Cost Cost-Per-
Premiere-
View 

Bridgerton S2 91,925,692 N/A $56,000,000 $0.61 
Outer Banks S3 43,544,802 9 $50,000,000 $1.15 
1899 S1 38,574,000 13 $62,200,000 $1.61 
The Witcher S3 43,649,667 N/A $80,000,000 $1.83 
Vikings: Valhalla S2 23,568,750 36 $50,000,000 $2.12 
WNS2 11,432,948 74 $24,800,000 $2.17 
The Sandman S1 43,361,029 10 $165,000,000 $3.81 
The Crown S5 33,787,356 19 $130,000,000 $3.85 
Manifest S4 24,359,351 35 $100,000,000 $4.11 

 
Out of 9 shows, WNS2 has the 6th lowest cost-per-premiere-view. Of the 3 shows with a 
higher cost-per-premiere-view than WNS2, it should be noted that two—The Sandman and 
The Crown—were renewed for an additional season. Additionally, WNS2’s $2.17 cost-per-
premiere-view is just 2.3% more expensive than the middle show on this list, Vikings: 
Valhalla’s, which is $2.12 per premiere view; Vikings: Valhalla is coming back for a third 
season. All of this shows that WNS2 was an extremely cost-effective production for its 
audience size. 
 
How Big WNS2 Could Have Been (and Could Still Be) With Proper Promotion 
 
WNS2, by nearly any measure, was a success and should have been renewed beyond S2. It 
was canceled despite a relatively low budget; success across numerous metrics; universally 
supportive press coverage of Season 2, including unprecedented coverage of the show and 
its cancelation in major media outlets including Forbes, The New York Times, The 
Washington Post, and Time; very high demand according to Parrot Analytics data; and $0 
spent by Netflix on promotion. 
 
The lack of promotion is the final piece of context that needs to be provided for both the 
Netflix engagement report and for how much bigger Warrior Nun could have been, and still 
could be. 
 
We have previously detailed the lack of promotion for WNS2 compared to Netflix 
promotional efforts for its other shows. That lack of promotion has a significant negative 
impact on the audience size for WNS2. Our estimates show that 21.8 million Netflix 
accounts at peak (first 28 days) watched Warrior Nun S1, which was appropriately 
promoted. Hours viewed was not available in 2020 when S1 premiered, but if we consider 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/paultassi/2022/12/01/netflixs-warrior-nun-ignore-the-title-watch-the-show/?sh=49c98de849df
https://www.washingtonpost.com/arts-entertainment/2022/12/30/tv-shows-you-missed-2022/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/arts-entertainment/2022/12/30/tv-shows-you-missed-2022/
https://time.com/6247849/warrior-nun-netflix-canceled/
https://www.cbr.com/warrior-nun-netflix-no-promotion-budget/
https://www.cbr.com/warrior-nun-netflix-no-promotion-budget/
https://www.warriornun.com/blog/warrior-nun-promotion-attention-amp-valuation
https://www.warriornun.com/blog/2023/5/29/5x3b5f4gd0uywvg6hzat9g4e0w9yu4
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21.8 million accounts to be the minimum number of views for S1, multiplied by S1’s longer 
runtime of 433 minutes, it means Warrior Nun S1 would have had a minimum of 157.3 
million hours viewed. 
 
Using the average lift of other Netflix shows that received appropriate marketing, our 
estimates (explained in more detail here) also show that with proper promotion, 25.6 
million Netflix accounts at peak would have watched WNS2 for a minimum of 147.6 million 
hours viewed. With 25.6 million views, WNS2 would rank 33 by premiere views. This would 
also bring down WNS2’s cost-per-premiere-view from $2.17 to $0.97, making it number 2 
on our list of 9, only behind Bridgerton in cost effectiveness. 
 
Given Netflix’s new definition of success and WNS2’s clear success under that definition, 
it is a perfect time and opportunity for Netflix to revisit its decision to cancel Warrior 
Nun and to bring the show back for another season. At minimum, Netflix should 
greenlight a proper conclusion for the show, which would, based on all publicly available 
data, be a major success. 
 

https://www.warriornun.com/blog/2023/5/29/5x3b5f4gd0uywvg6hzat9g4e0w9yu4
https://www.warriornun.com/blog/2023/5/29/5x3b5f4gd0uywvg6hzat9g4e0w9yu4
https://www.warriornun.com/blog/2023/5/29/5x3b5f4gd0uywvg6hzat9g4e0w9yu4
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Disclaimer and Disclosures 

The #SaveWarriorNun movement is solely responsible for the information contained herein 
and neither gave nor received compensation for data used, beyond applicable service fees to 
software vendors, and declares no competing interests. All trademarks and copyrights are the 
property of their respective holders. This research is not affiliated with or sponsored by Ben 
Dunn, Netflix Inc., or any other commercial entity. 

 


